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"Consequences", part of a 25m print on pvc roll, by Marc Vincent Kalinka- 2010

"I miss my  enemies" is part of the Collateral Event of la Biennale di Venezia presented by  The 
Palaces of the Russian Museum Restoration Fund in partnership with Art Apart, and supported by 
the Odessa Session Foundation, Art and Space Gallery, by  the fashion group Ter et Bantine and 
Bernardini Luxury Vintage. We also thank the City of Venice for the precious support of our project.

Curator: Oxana Maleeva

The show will include video and sound installations, paintings, prints, sculptures and performances 
by the artists: 

JOTA CASTRO
MARC VINCENT KALINKA
STEVE PICCOLO
BABI BADALOV
ADRIAN PACI
BERT THEIS
KIRILL CHELUSHKIN



"I MISS MY ENEMIES", by Oxana Maleeva

An era of emphasis on programmed friendship that guts the term of meaning. Pervasive social 
network language that lets you “like” but not “dislike”, share but not conceal. A transient plane of 
contact where it is forbidden to have enemies. Terms lose meaning without opposites. Writers 
decree the downfall of ideological systems. But isnʼt an anti-ideological stance an ideology itself, 
sneakily posing as objectivity? 
The most striking Wikileaks revelation was that under the rhetoric of international amity  operative 
modes of prejudice, political incorrectness, nationalism and ideology  live on. Could open statement 
of enmity  be a first step towards understanding? Could taking sides clarify crippling ambiguities of 
a society  (and art world) whose claim to accommodate all expressions deprives them of force? 
Propaganda changes its approach, flaunting staged controversy  to justify  media servitude. 
Increased information/disinformation flow reveals the daunting complexity  of the world, raising 
doubts about the identity  of the forces involved. Who is really  the enemy? Opinions vary, no clear 
analysis seems to be available in spite of great verbal expenditure.
Hollywood romcoms endlessly  reworked the fated love story  fraught with misunderstandings and 
defensive posturing, teaching us a moral: opposites attract, debate makes energy. Take sides. 
During the Cold War we always had the suspicion that our enemies had to be really  cool and 
interesting, if only  because so many  idiots seemed to hate them. But today  the enemy is hidden, 
ambiguous, maybe even imagined. “We have met the enemy  and he is us” said Pogo, via Walt 
Kelly, regarding our willful destruction of our planet. An awareness that sounds like maturity  but 
can lead to paralysis.
I miss my enemies… and maybe they miss me.
www.imissmyenemies.com

" Tricky", installation by Jota Castro- 2009



The Palaces of the Russian Museum Restoration Fund
"The Palaces of the Russian Museum Restoration Fund" represents artists from St Petersburg 
(Russia), a city  which is famous all over the world for its cultural heritage, as well as for its 
exclusive innovative and progressive projects in the field of modern art.
The Foundation, established in 1991, is a non-profit organization, one of the major tasks of which 
is to develop and popularize contemporary  art. During its activities since 1990, the Foundation has 
contributed to the creation of about 60 exhibitions of modern and contemporary  art, including a 
number of international events. One of the projects, Self-identification, was presented in Germany, 
Norway, Denmark, Poland, and of course Russia. 
Together with Victoria - the art of being contemporary  (former Victoria Art Foundation), we 
produced the exhibition “The Storm and the Harbour“ at la Biennale di Venezia of 2007, with 
outstanding success in terms of public and press appeal. 
http://palaces-fund.ru/en_index.php

Oxana Maleeva
Oxana Maleeva is the founder of Art Apart, a curatorial agency  based in Zurich and Milan. Previous 
international events include: The Storm and the Harbour, Venice Biennale; Beyond the Ego, 
Moscow Biennale 2005; 1:1 – Luca Pancrazzi, Moscow Biennale 2007.
www.artapart.org

Partners:
Odessa Session Foundation
Along with its exhibition program, the Odessa Session Project will also promote a series of 
alternative projects (publications, inserts in magazines, mail projects, etc.) for the spread of 
contemporary art in every aspect of everyday life.
www.odessasession.org

Art and Space Gallery
The Art and Space Gallery  is a laboratory for searching, where art as a means can achieve unity 
and integrity in terms of an artistic image within a space.
www.artandspacegallery.com

Ter et Bantine
The exclusive fashion brand Ter et Bantine, known for its exploration of the cutting edge of many 
different expressive forms, is supporting this contemporary art exhibition that is part of the official 
collateral program of the Venice Biennale.
www.teretbantine.org

Bernardini Luxury Vintage - Temporary Luxury Vintage Lounge
www.bernardinimilano.it

Contacts
THE PALACES OF THE RUSSIAN MUSEUM RESTORATION FUND
Anna Tsvetkova, Director
+7 921 940 09 38
anna@rusmuseum.ru

ART APART Curatorial Agency
Oxana Maleeva, Curator 
omaleeva@artapart.org 

Organization and press information
Angela Vecchione
avecchione@artapart.org
+39 3927584948
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